**HUNGARY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR**

**JANUARY**  
The Land of Thermal Waters  

**FEBRUARY**  
Coloursful Folk Art  

**MARCH**  
Exciting Cultural Life  

**APRIL**  
Unspoiled Nature  

**MAY**  
Culture of a Thousand Years  

**JUNE**  
World Heritage Sites
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**JANUARY**  
THROUGHOUT HUNGARY  

#hellohungary  

[hellohungary.com](http://hellohungary.com)  

#hellohungary

**THERMAL WATERS**  
help patients to a full recovery.  

40 various therapy treatments and other healing factors may have been known to provide relief from a number of biologically-active thermal lake, can be found only 6 km from Turkish era, and experience their customs! Hévíz, the tradition of using these thermal waters. The historical baths illnesses or simply for enjoyment. Hungary has a 2000-year old medical symptoms of all sorts. Bathing in these waters is not types of these thermal waters have been known to alleviate The waters of Hungary possess a magic touch, which makes the courage of male members of each generation. The most 22 Busó communities keep the tradition alive, demonstrating Festival of Mohács, which is a winter farewell festival. Today Intellectual Cultural Heritage list. The Folk art of Matyó is the famous patterns are from the town of Kalocsa. The singularity costumes in celebration of the event. The patterns and colours, festivals, but the end of winter, the arrival of spring, the year old traditions. Most of these are connected to religious Hungary is an extremely colourful country. The main evidence vibrantly painted churches, a great many museums, stunning boulevards and green parks, grand Art-Nouveau mansions, a treasure chest of top-class music and art. It has not earned the world. Would you believe that in this small country there are 10 Hungary offers a vast choice of outstanding natural treasures. NATURE
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**FEBRUARY**  
COLOURFUL FOLK ART  

[hellohungary.com](http://hellohungary.com)  

**MARCH**  
EXCITING CULTURAL LIFE  

**APRIL**  
UNspoiled NATURE  

**MAY**  
CULTURE OF a THOUSAND YEARS  

**JUNE**  
WORLD HERITAGE SITES

---

**JANUARY**  
THE LAND OF THERMAL WATERS  

#hellohungary  

[hellohungary.com](http://hellohungary.com)  

#hellohungary
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Hungarian Cuisine

The world of special stone formations in the Káli Basin and the Lake Balaton have something for everyone, all year round!

and sleepy villages, beautiful landscapes and crystal-clear air, much to offer; calm water and fresh wines, authentic castles and baroque palaces of the country, and the district, reminiscent of its foundation with spectacular fireworks, live music, and folk dances. Steven Spielberg shot a wonderful scene for his movie “München.” Visit the Japanese Garden, the ‘Lung of the City’ which is indeed boasts an amazing spectrum of wine varieties, all according their flavor profile, they would be found in every corner of the store. Our wines represent a unique variety, and the renewal of Hungarian gastronomy over the past few years has been nothing short of a modern renaissance.

Budapest is not that different from your average European capital city of Hungary. Whether you have traditional tastes or modern preferences, Budapest has it all, from fine dining in elegant restaurants to traditional street food stalls. The city is known for its delicious wines and local dishes, making it a top destination for food lovers.

The main attraction of Budapest is the Hungarian Parliament, a grandiose building along the Pest riverbank, completed in 1904. It is the third largest parliament building in the world and a must-visit for architecture enthusiasts. The city is also home to the Dohány Street Synagogue, one of the largest synagogues in the world, and Heroes’ Square, which features the Széchenyi Chain Bridge, connecting Buda and Pest.

Both lakes offer innovative visitor-friendly services devised to attract foodies and connoisseurs from all over the world. Besides our finest restaurants, unique ingredients – such as the wines of Eger, Tokaj, Villány or Somló have a very distinctive taste and structure. Yet all these wines reflect their shared result of traditional winemaking culture mixed with modernity and are replanted and carefully cultivated by the new generation of wine producers of the continent. Royal courts in Europe and the Palaces of Italy kept our wines in their cellars and when the wealthy of the world viticulturists discovered the luscious Hungarian whites and reds were lauded and enjoyed by the wine producers of the continent. Royal courts in Europe and the Palaces of Italy kept our wines in their cellars and when the wealthy of the world viticulturists discovered the luscious Hungarian whites and reds were lauded and enjoyed by the wine producers of the continent.

A hundred years ago Hungary was among the most important wine regions of the world, the Badacsony, Hárslevelű, Furmint, Tokaj, and the famous Blaufränkisch were among the most sought after wines in the world. The renewal of Hungarian gastronomy over the past few years has been nothing short of a modern renaissance.

If Hungarian products were to be placed in a wine shop today, they would be found in every corner of the store. Our wines represent a unique variety, and the renewal of Hungarian gastronomy over the past few years has been nothing short of a modern renaissance.

Budapest is indeed boasts an amazing spectrum of wine varieties, all according their flavor profile, they would be found in every corner of the store. Our wines represent a unique variety, and the renewal of Hungarian gastronomy over the past few years has been nothing short of a modern renaissance.

The wines of Eger, Tokaj, Villány or Somló have a very distinctive result of traditional winemaking culture mixed with modernity and are replanted and carefully cultivated by the new generation of wine producers of the continent. Royal courts in Europe and the Palaces of Italy kept our wines in their cellars and when the wealthy of the world viticulturists discovered the luscious Hungarian whites and reds were lauded and enjoyed by the wine producers of the continent. Royal courts in Europe and the Palaces of Italy kept our wines in their cellars and when the wealthy of the world viticulturists discovered the luscious Hungarian whites and reds were lauded and enjoyed by the wine producers of the continent.

The wines of Eger, Tokaj, Villány or Somló have a very distinctive result of traditional winemaking culture mixed with modernity and are replanted and carefully cultivated by the new generation of wine producers of the continent. Royal courts in Europe and the Palaces of Italy kept our wines in their cellars and when the wealthy of the world viticulturists discovered the luscious Hungarian whites and reds were lauded and enjoyed by the wine producers of the continent.

The renewal of Hungarian gastronomy over the past few years has been nothing short of a modern renaissance.

Hungary is gaining back its nearly forgotten fame and glory thanks to the countless small wineries, owning estates and vineyards, offering great wine tastings and guided tours. But the main highlight of Hungarian gastronomy is the delicious local dishes, making it a top destination for food lovers. The renewal of Hungarian gastronomy over the past few years has been nothing short of a modern renaissance.
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